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To To 

The Listing Department The Listing Department 

BSE Limited National Stock Exchange of India Limited 

PJ Towers Dalal Street “Exchange Plaza” C-1, Block G 

Mumbai - 400 001 Bandra- Kurla Complex, Bandra (E) 

Mumbai- 400051 

BSE SCRIP CODE: 532527 NSE SYMBOL: RKFORGE 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Sub: Newspaper Advertisement - Disclosure under Regulation 30 and Regulation 47 of 

the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements Regulations, 2015 

Pursuant to Regulation 30 read with Schedule III Part A Para A and Regulation 47 of the SEBI 

{Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, please find enclosed 

herewith copies of the newspaper publications made on 9 June, 2022 in Business Standard, 

(English) and Aajkal (Bengali) regarding Notice to Members of the Company for registration of 

email ids for the forthcoming Postal Ballot Meeting through remote e-voting means only. 

Same is being also made available on the website of the Company at 

www.ramkrishnaforgings.com. 

We request you to kindly take the abovementioned information on record and oblige. 

Thanking you. 

Yours truly, 

Rajesh Mundhra 

Company Secretary & Complianc®@fficer 

ACS 12991 

   
Encl.: As above 
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AMBI PARAMESWARAN 
  

Branding 
lessons from 
IPLteams 
The fifteenth edition of Indian Premier League 
(IPL) threw up a new winner with the debutant 

team Gujarat Titans hitting it out of the park, or 

should we say the huge spanking new stadium. 
In my branding workshops, I often spend time 
explaining that everything can be branded, prod- 
ucts, services, not-for-profit bodies, countries, 

people and even events/sports. IPL gets a proud 

place asa brand that has been created and grown 
in stature in just 15 years. The title sponsor for 

IPL may have changed every few years but the 
brand IPLis beyond compare as far as the Indian 
sports arena is concerned. What about the 

“brands” of the various teams? Are they all well 
“branded”? And are there any benefits in apply- 
ing better branding practices to sports teams? 
Here is a quick dive into the arena. 

If you disregard all the defunct teams, we 
are left with 10 IPL teams now. They have very 
predictable names: Mumbai Indians, Rajasthan 

Royals, Delhi Capitals, Lucknow Super Giants, 

Chennai Super Kings, Sunrisers Hyderabad, 
Punjab Kings, Royal Challengers Bangalore, 
Kolkata Knight Riders (somewhat different) 

and Gujarat Titans. Interestingly most of them 
are “city-based” except for three, Rajasthan, 

Punjab and Gujarat; there seems to be no fixed 

guideline for including a geo-tag to the name. 
Yet another interesting trend is that the term 
“king” or “royal” has been spotted in not less 
than four team names: Royal Challengers 
Bangalore, Rajasthan Royals, Chennai Super 
Kings (CSK) and Punjab Kings (PBKS). One oth- 

er observation is, but for RCB and SRH none of 
the other team brands have any linkage with 
their owners. RCB is a very clever brand exten- 
sion of Royal Challenge Whiskey by Diageo (or 
should we give the credit where it is due, Vijay 
Mallya); SRH has the owner’s brand (Sun TV) 

“Sun” embedded in it. I submit these two 
brands are indeed somewhat different from all 
the other eight brands forthis very reason. They 
are strongly linked to their parent brand. 

Moving from the brand name to the mono- 
grams, we see a preponderance of lions: RCB, 

PBKS, CSKallofthem usea lion as their symbol; 
some even have a lion motif on the uniform. 
There is a tiger in Delhi Capitals (DC) and an 

eagle in SRH. KKR uses the helmet of a knight 
asits symbol. Other brands do not have any dis- 
tinct symbols. A little surprised that animals 
likethe elephant, cheetah, panther and bear are 

not to be seen. In the American NBA teams, we 
can spot bulls, hornets, 

Ifthey getallthe — wolves, bears, bucks, 
brand identity raptors, spurs, hawks, 
triggers well pelicans and more. A 
lined up, they similar menagerie can 
could give an 
extra nudge to 
fan involvement 
and participation 

be seen in the names of 
American football 
teams. Interestingly, in 
the English Premier 
League (football) team 

names, we do not spot animals; however, I 

should add that many of the team symbols and 
monograms sport animals of all hues. 

Teams can use the colour of their jersey for 
stronger recognition and fan support. Chelsea 
FC is blue, Liverpool and Manchester United 

are red, for instance. In IPL teams we see a sur- 
feit of blue, light, dark and in combination with 
other colours. Mumbai Indians have a strong 
blue identity. KKR has multiple colours includ- 
ing purple. Red is very popular with RCB, PBKS, 

SRH and DC having predominantly red- 
coloured jerseys. Two team jerseys in my mind 
stand out for their choice of colour: CSK with 
its distinctive yellow colour (Nippon Paint, one 

of their co-sponsors, has even launched a CSK 

yellow shade) and Rajasthan Royals with its 
distinct pink, reflecting the colour of the capital 

of Rajasthan, Jaipur. 

All this analysis of the brand identities may 
have to be seen in the context of media reports 

on IPL team valuations. Forbes (26 April 2022) 

says that IPL teams have had their valuation 
soar over the last decade. From an average val- 
uation of around $67 million in 2009, now the 
average valuation is $1.04 billion, an astronom- 
ical rise unparalleled in any other sport in any 
country. The most valuable team according to 
the report is Mumbai Indians (MI) at $1.3 billion; 

Chennai Super Kings come in second at $1.15 
billion. It is to be noted that MI have won the 
trophy a record five times and CSK are almost 
there with four wins. The lowest valuation has 
been ascribed to Gujarat Titans at $0.850 billion. 

But it is likely these numbers will change after 
the great show by the Gujarat Titans team this 
year. The most valuable teams did not have a 
great IPL 2022 and may seesome valuation ero- 
sion. But given their phenomenal track record, 
they are likely to bounce back in 2023. 

All this leads us to wonder what role does a 
brand name, brand identity, brand colour play 
in the fan base and valuation of a sports team. 

Obviously, the performance of the team is of 
ultimate importance. Then comes star power 

and publicity. But if they get all the brand iden- 
tity triggers well lined up, they could give an 
extra nudge to fan involvement and participa- 

tion. A brand is a story that is being told, so just 
as in other domains, sports brands too can go 
in forbrand refresh with new identities and new 
brand colours (for instance, Kings XI Punjab 

became Punjab Kings in February 2021). IPL is 
still in its early days unlike EPL or NBA, so we 
should be ready to see some interesting rejigs 
and refresh moves. Maybe someone will have 
an epiphany post reading this article. 
  

Thewriter is a best-selling author, independent 

brand strategist and founder, Brand-Building.com, 

a brand advisory. Hecan be reached at 

ambimgp@brand-building.com 
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Powerplay in IPL auction 
The upcoming bids for broadcasting and digital rights promise to be more intriguing 
because of the structure of the auction and new cash-rich entrants 

SURAJEET DAS GUPTA 

New Delhi, 8 June 

n June 12, the country’s largest 
O broadcaster Disney Star faces a 

tough defence of its crown jewel 
— the broadcasting and digital rights 
for India’s most coveted sports property, 

the Indian Premier League (IPL), which 

it has held for five years. 
For Disney Star it’s a tough call — 

the base auction price at %32,890 crore 

is double the 2017 payout. Some predict 

that the price tag will hit 50,000 crore 
for 74 matches each season. Spends at 

that level are closer to the total box office 
revenues generated by multiplexes in 
the country in a good year; or enough 
to make more than 100 high-budget 
blockbuster movies. 

Disney executives have already 
downplayed the importance of IPL. In 

an interview, its India president, 

K Madhavan, said sports accounts for 

3 per cent of Disney Star’s network share, 
so it will not indulge in a price war and 
buy only if the deal is viable. He also 
said it was incorrect to claim that Hotstar 
survives on cricket. Disney’s Chief 
Executive Officer Bob Chapek reiterated 

that local content is being developed 
and will mitigate the impact for Disney 
if it doesn’t win the IPL rights. 

The fact is, however, that IPL also 
provides Disney Star millions of stream- 
ing customers putting it way ahead of 
other over-the-top (OTT) platforms. 

Elara Capital estimates that one-third 

of Star’s revenue (digital and TV) comes 

from IPL. And the broadcaster admits 
that it controls 15-20 per cent share of 

sports advertising on TV across all chan- 
nels and 65 per cent of sports viewership 

among TV viewers. 

    

  

  NG 

DISNEY STAR 
Will help it retain the top 
slotin TV and streamingin terms 

of paid subscriber market share 

VIACOM18 
Will help it grab market share and 

move up from its current number 

three spot behind networks 
Disney Star and Sony-Zee in terms 

of subscribers. Will strengthen its 

streaming platform Voot 

SONY-ZEE 
Will help it end Disney Star’s long 
dominance and become the 

number one in linearTV as well as 

in streaming. Once the merger is 

approved, the gap between the 
two will shrink. Plus, Sony already 

has rights for many key cricket 

tournaments 

   i 

AMAZON, GOOGLE 
Will give both a big toehold in 
cricket to monetise on their digital 

platforms Amazon Prime and 

YouTube, respectively. 

Have a choice to buy rights for all 
matches or 18 key matches 

  

IPL is important for Disney globally, 
too. In its latest analyst call, Disney 
acknowledged that Disney+ direct to 
consumer service (which includes 

Disney+ Hotstar) added eight million 
paying streaming customers worldwide 
inthe April quarter, of which half came 

from India due to the IPL season. 
Disney+ had over 138 million paid 
streaming customers in April globally 
but 36 per cent of them came from 

Disney+ Hotstar, the bulk from India. 
The question is whether the global 

giant, which is looking to hit 230-260 
million paid users by FY24, can afford 
to miss having IPL in its closet. 

Against this, Disney has to contend 
with the reality that returns from 
streaming are abysmally low. Disney+ 
Hotstar’s average revenue per user 
(ARPU) on April 2, 2002, was just $0.76, 

though it represented a 55 per cent 

jump over last year. Compared to that, 

ARPU in the US and Canada combined 
is $6.32, though that’s just a 5 per cent 

growth. Disney said it will spend over 

  

a third of $32 billion on content for 
sports, so it has to clearly work out the 
math on whether it should put up a 

tough fight to regain what is a growth 
market like India where cricket is the 
biggest passion. 

The fact is that viewership has 

waned in this year’s IPL, not least 
because the introduction of 10 teams 
makes it a very long-drawn tournament. 
Viewership fell 12 per cent in the second 

week of the tournament and the play- 
offs have not pushed up numbers. From 

some eight million subscribers classi- 
fied as heavy users of IPL, spending 
1,200 minutes on the tournament in the 
past, the number has dwindled to a 

third at 2.7 million. 
Still, these numbers have not 

deterred the competition, which 

promises to be tougher because of the 
structure of the auction and new cash- 
rich entrants. 

Viacom 18, which has been far 
behind its competing broadcasters, is 
one of them. The company’s TV market 
share is around 12.8 per cent, less than 

half of market leader Star Disney at 29.1 
per cent and the Zee-Sony combine at 
269 per cent. It has been working qui- 

etly to enter sports, setting up a sports 

channel, building amanagement team, 
acquiring some significant sports rights, 
and also roping in James Murdoch and 
former Star India boss Uday Shankar as 
investors. Shankar, former Star boss, 
knows all about IPL. He was able to grab 
the rights successfully despite tough 
competition from his new partners 

Reliance and big boys such as Facebook 
and Google in 2017. 

Digital players also see an opportu- 

nity — Amazon Prime and Google have 
also bought the documents. And the 

Sony-Zee combine (which will have to 

bid separately as the merger will be 
legally completed only by September) 
could well spring a big surprise. If they 
win, it would catapult them much 

ahead of Disney-Star. And Sony, which 
already has a significant portfolio of 
international cricket rights, will get a 
huge leg-up with IPL. 

The Board of Control for Cricket in 
India (BCCI), which owns the IPL, has 

also tweaked the auction to maximise 
earnings. It has invited bids for four 
packages, and the winner of the TV 
rights has the right to rebid for the dig- 
ital rights and better that of the winner 
(that is, ifit is not the winner for the lat- 

ter). On the other hand, the winner of 

the digital rights (with rights for all the 
matches) can also rebid for the new 

non-exclusive digital rights, which 
includes 18 key games with a lower base 
price, and better the highest bidder in 
this category. 

“The tweak ensures that one player 
has the option to take all key rights 
through the rebidding option,” said a 
top executive of a leading sports com- 

pany. “This does two things. One, it 
optimises revenues and, two, allows 

one player to take all rights. That will 
make it even more unviable for 
the rights holder to make money but 
very profitable for the BCCI and, of 
course, the team owners who will 
make huge profits.” 

But this structure also perhaps could 

give digital players an opportunity to 
pickup the non-exclusive matches and 

make an entry (the rules do not permit 

them to bid as a consortium for both 
TV and digital rights). The base price 
in the auction here is only 216 crore per 
match (for 18 matches) or half of what 

acompany that has rights for all match- 
es has to pay. Analysts say the limited 
match package could also be a smart 
proposition for big broadcasters like 

Disney Star and Sony-Zee to bag if they 
want to keep spiralling cost of cricket 

content down on their books but still 
get viewership. No doubt, the cricketing 
world is set for an interesting game of 
chess on June 12. 

    

  

ASCI guidelines: 
Break gender 
stereotypes inads 

  

Union Minister Smriti Irani releasing the guidelines in New Delhi 

AKSHARA SRIVASTAVA 

New Delhi, 8June 

A set of guidelines framed by the 
Advertising Standards Council 
of India (ASCI) has a strong 

message for advertisers: break gen- 
der stereotypes. 

Union Minister for Women and 
Child Development Smriti Irani on 

Wednesday released the eight new 
guidelines on harmful gender 
stereotyping in ads, a follow-up to 
the regulator’s 2021 GenderNext 
study — in partnership with con- 

sulting firm Futurebrands — that 
looked at the depiction of women 

with an aim to guide brands. 
The guidelines are a timely 

intervention, coming only days 
after the watchdog suspended con- 
troversial ads by body spray brand 
Layer’r Shot that drew wide outrage 
and were viewed as promoting sex- 
ual violence against women. 

One of the new guidelines says 
that while advertisements may fea- 
ture people undertaking gender- 
stereotypical roles or displaying 
gender-stereotypical characteris- 
tics, they must not suggest that 
stereotypical roles or characteris- 
tics are: always uniquely associated 
with a particular gender; the only 
options available to a particular 

gender; or never carried out or dis- 
played by another gender(s). 
The other guidelines include: 
= While advertisements may fea- 
ture glamorous and attractive peo- 
ple, they must not suggest that an 
individual's happiness or emotion- 

al well-being depends on conform- 
ing to these idealised gender- 
stereotypical body shapes or 
physical features. 
= Ads should not mock people for 

not conforming to gender stereo- 
types, their sexual orientation or 
gender identity, including in acon- 
text that is intended to be humor- 
ous, hyperbolic or exaggerated. 
= They should not reinforce unre- 
alistic and undesirable gender 
ideals or expectations. 

= An advertisement may not sug- 
gest that a person fails to achieve 
a task specifically because of 
their gender. 
= Where an ad features a person 

with a physique or physical char- 

acteristics that do not match an 
ideal stereotype associated with 
their gender, it should not imply 
that their physique or physical 

characteristics are a significant rea- 

son for them not being successful. 
= Ads should not indulge in the sex- 
ual objectification of characters of 

any gender or depict people in a 

sexualised and objectified way for 
the purposes of titillating viewers. 

= No gender should be encouraged 
to exert domination or authority 
over the other(s) by means of overt 

or implied threats, actual force or 

through the use of demeaning lan- 
guage or tone. Ads cannot provoke 
or trivialise violence (physical or 

emotional), unlawful or anti-social 

behaviour based on gender. 
Additionally, they should not 
encourage or normalise voyeurism, 
eve-teasing, stalking, emotional or 
physical harassment or any similar 
offences. This does not prevent the 

ad from showing these depictions 
as ameans to challenge them. 

Batting for the need for such 
guidelines to ensure a positive por- 

trayal of gender on screen, Irani 
said, “It is time not only forthe men 
but also for the women in the 
advertising industry to step up. 
This is a very important move, and 
I believe there is a long journey to 
be undertaken to change the think- 
ing, but it’s required now. Work in 
this area must move with more and 
more speed and organisations like 
ASCI should lead this.” 

ASCI Chairman Subhash 
Kamath added, “The new guide- 
lines were created after extensive 
consultation with partners from 

the industry and civil society 
organisations, including the 
Unstereotype Alliance and 
UNICEF. They are a big step for- 
ward in strengthening ASCI’s agen- 
dato shapea more responsible and 

progressive narrative.” 
In a session with the media, 

Ranjana Kumari, social activist and 

writer, reiterated that such guide- 
lines are an attempt to start a dis- 

cussion and debate around subtle 
messaging that may go unnoticed. 
Itis also important to push for laws 

that will appropriately penalise 

offenders, she added. 
Gender portrayal is a complex 

and nuanced issue, and with 
the new guidelines, ASCI aims to 
address subtle stereotypical 
messaging in ads that may go 
unnoticed. 

A recent study by Kantar 
revealed that 64 per cent of con- 

sumers believe advertising rein- 
forces rather than helps eradicate 

harmful gender stereotypes. 

  

  
  

( (@NSE | 
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 
‘Exchange Plaza’, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (E), Mumbai-400 051 

NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given that the following trading member of the 

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (Exchange) has requested 

for the surrender of their trading membership of the Exchange: 

SL. Name of the SEBI Last Date for 

No. Trading Member Regn. No. filing complaints 

1. STOCKS & SECURITIES INZ000267236 August 09, 2022 

(BANGALORE) PVT. LTD. 

The constituents of the above-mentioned trading member are 

hereby advised to lodge immediately complaints, if any, against 

the above mentioned trading member on or before the last date 

for filing complaints as mentioned above and no such complaints 

filed beyond this period will be entertained by the Exchange 

against the above mentioned trading member and it shall be 

deemed that no such complaints exist against the above 

mentioned trading member or such complaints, if any, shall be 

deemed to have been waived. The complaints filed against the 

above mentioned trading member will be dealt with in 

accordance with the Rules, Bye-laws and Regulations of the 

Exchange / NCL. The complaints can be filed online at 

www.nseindia.com> Domestic Investors> Complaints> Register 

an E-complaint. Alternatively, the complaint forms can be 

downloaded from www.nseindia.com>Domestic Investors> 

Complaints> Register a complaint offline> Complaints against 

Trading Member or may be obtained from the Exchange office at 

Mumbai and also at the Regional Offices. 

For National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 

  

  

  

Sd/- 

Place: Mumbai Vice President 

Date: June 09, 2022 Compliance   
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(9NSE i) 
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 
“Exchange Plaza’, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (E), Mumbai-400 051 

NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given that the following trading member of the 

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (Exchange) has requested 

for the surrender of its trading membership of the Exchange: 

Sl. Name of the SEBI Last Date for 

No. Trading Member Regn. No. filing complaints 

1. ATLAS INTEGRATED INZ000166836 August 09, 2022 

FINANCE LTD. 

  

  

  
The constituents of the above-mentioned trading member are 

hereby advised to lodge immediately complaints, if any, against 

the above trading member on or before the last date for filing 

complaints as mentioned above and no such complaint filed 

beyond this period will be entertained by the Exchange against 

the above mentioned trading member and it shall be deemed 

that no such complaints exist against the above mentioned 

trading member or such complaint, if any, shall be deemed to 

have been waived. The complaints filed against the above 

trading member will be dealt with in accordance with 

the Rules, Bye-laws and Regulations of the Exchange / NSE 

Clearing Limited. The complaints can be filed online at 

https://www.nseindia.com/invest/file-a-complaint-online. 

Alternatively, the complaint forms can be downloaded from 

https://www.nseindia.com/invest/download-complaint-form-fo 

r-offline-registration or may be obtained from the Exchange 

office at Mumbai and also at the Regional Offices. 

For National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 

Sd/- 

Place: Mumbai Vice President 

Date: June 09, 2022 Compliance 

i ~* Chola 
Financial Holdings murugappa 

Cholamandalam Financial Holdings Limited 
Regd. Office: ‘Dare House’, No. 234, N.S.C. Bose Road, Chennai - 600 001. 

Tel: 044-42177770-5; Fax: 044- 42110404 

E-mail ID; investorservices@cfhl murugappa.com; Website: www.cholafhl.com 

CIN:L65100TN1949PLC002905 

NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given pursuant to the section 124(6) of the Companies Act, 2013 {the Act) and 
Tules read with the provisions of the Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority 
(Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund) Rules, 2016 notified by the Ministry of Corporate 

Affairs (MCA). 

As per the above provisions, all shares in respect of which dividend has not been paid or 
claimed for seven consecutive years or more are required to be transferred to the demat 
account of the Investor Education Protection Fund (IEPF) Authority. In respect of the Final 
Dividend declared for the financial year 2014-15, the due date for transfer of the shares is 
16" September, 2022. Individual communication is being sent to the concemed shareholders 

whose shares are liable to be transferred to IEPF Authority at the latest available address 
advising them to claim their dividends. 

Details of shareholders including the name, folio number/DP id/client id and equity shares due 
for transfer to IEPF Authority are being uploaded on the Company's website at 
hitp:/Awww.cholafhi.com for verification by the concemed shareholders. Shareholders may note 
that both unclaimed dividend and the shares to be transferred to the IEPF including all benefits 
accruing on such shares, if any, can be claimed by them from the IEPF Authority after following 
the due procedure prescribed in the Rules. 

In case the Company / KFin Technologies Limited (RTA) does not receive the requisite 
documents by 31* August, 2022, in compliance with the requirements of the said Rules, 
the Company shall proceed to transfer the shares to the IEPF as per procedure stipulated in 
Rules, without any further notice. 

For further information / clarification, concemed shareholders may contact the Company or the 
RTAatthe following address: 

  

  
Cholamandalam Financlal Holdings Limited | KFin Technologies Limited. 

Regd. Off: ‘Dare House’, Karvy Selenium Tower B, Plot 31 - 32, 

No.234, N.S.C. Bose Road, Gachibowii, Financial District, 

Chennai - 600 001. Nanakramguda, Hyderabad - 500 032 

Tel: 044-42177770-5; Fax: 044-42110404 Toll Free No.; 1800 309 4001 

Email: investorservices@cthl.murugappa.com | Fax No: 040-2342 0814 
Website: www.cholafhl.com Email: einward.ris@kfintech.com 

Website: www.kfintech.com or ris.kfintech.com|     
Further, sharehoKiers are requested to update their KYC details with RTA / Depository Participant. 

For Cholamandalam Financlal Holdings Limited 
E. Krithika 

Company Secretary 
Chennai 
dune 8, 2022 
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Ramkrishna Forgings Limited 
CIN No: L74210W21981PLC034281 

23 CIRCUS AVENUE, KOLKATA-700017 
Email - secretarial@ramkrishnaforgings.com 

Phone: 033-4082 0900/7122 0900, Fax-033-4082 0998/7122 0998 
Website : www.ramitishnaforgings.com 

NOTICE FOR REGISTRATION OF EMAIL IDS FOR FORTHCOMING POSTAL 

BALLOT THROUGH REMOTE E-VOTING MEANS ONLY 

Notice is hereby given that Ramkrishna Forgings Limited (‘the Company’) is proposing to 

pass the resolutions as set out in the Postal Ballot Notice dated 3 May, 2022 through 

Temote e-voting. 

In view of the continuing COVID - 19 pandemic, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) 

vide its General circular No. 20/2020 dated 5 May 2020, read with General Circular no. 

14/2020 dated 8 April, 2020 and General Circular No. 17/2020 dated 13 April, 2020, 

General Circular No. 39/2020 dated 31 December 2020, General Circular No. 20/2021 

dated 8 December, 2021 and General Circular no. 3/2022 dated 5 April, 2022 {collectively 

leferred to as ‘MCA Circulars’) and Circular No. SEBIHO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2020/79 

dated 12 May 2020 issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has 

permitted to conduct Postal Ballot through remote e-voting means only. 

In compliance with the above mentioned SEBI and MCA Circulars, the Companys issuing 

this Public Notice to encourage its Members to register their email ids to enable them to 

vote on the Postal Ballot Resolutions. 

Electronic Dissemination of Postal Ballot Notice: 

(a) The Notice of the Postal Ballot will be sent only by electronic mode to thosa 

members whose email ids which are registered with the Company/Depositories in 

compliance with SEBI and MCA Circulars. 

Members holding shares in dematerialized mode, are requested to register their 

email ids and mobile numbers with their relevant Depositories through their 

Depository Participants. 

(c} Members holding shares in physical mode who have not registered/updated their 

email ids with the Company are requested to register by writing with details of folio 

number and attaching a self-attested copy of their PAN Card to KFin Technologies 

Limited (Formerly known as KFin Technologies Pvt. Ltd.), Registrar & Share 

Transfer Agent of the Company, through email at einward.ris@kfintech.com or to the 

Company, through email at secretarial@ramkrishnaforgings.com. 

The notice of the Postal Ballot will also be available on Company's website at 

www.ramkrishnaforgings.com, website of the Stock Exchanges, where the shares of 

the Company are listed, BSE Limited at www.bseindia.com and National Stock 

Exchange of India Limited at www.nseindia.com and on the website of KFin 

Technologies Limited at www.kfintech.com. 

Manner of Casting vote at the Postal Ballot 

The members will have an opportunity to cast their vote electronically on the business as 

set out in the Postal Ballot Notice through remote e-voting only. Members whose email ids 

are already registered with the Company/Depositories, login details for e-voting shall be 

sent to the registered email ids. Members who have not registered their email ids with the 

Company/Depositories, the detailed procedure of voting by Members holding shares in 

dematerialized form, physical mode and for members who have not registered their email 

ids will be available in the Postal Ballot Notice. 

  

d 

For Ramkrishna Forgings Limited 
Sdi- 

Rajesh Mundhra 
Dated : 8 June, 2022 Company Secretary 
Place : Kolkata ACS 12991    
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